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The data provided below indicates the sales of a variety of confectioneries over the 

weekend at La Munchkinierre. Read the data and answer the questions that follow.

Choco Chips Bakery

What is the ratio of brownies to donuts ? 

Which two bakery items were sold in the ratio of 1 : 2?

Compare the ratio of the cookies sold to all the other bakery items that were sold.

Find the ratio of the most number of bakery items sold to the least number of  

items that were sold over the weekend. 

Can you spot any other equivalent ratios displayed in the data presented, other 

than the ratio of bread : mu!ns?

622 496

Cookies Bread Mu!ns
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Answer key

The data provided below indicates the sales of a variety of confectioneries over the 

weekend at La Munchkinierre. Read the data and answer the questions that follow.

Choco Chips Bakery

What is the ratio of brownies to donuts ? 

Which two bakery items were sold in the ratio of 1 : 2?

Compare the ratio of the cookies sold to all the other bakery items that were sold.

Find the ratio of the most number of bakery items sold to the least number of  

items that were sold over the weekend. 

Can you spot any other equivalent ratios displayed in the data presented, other 

than the ratio of bread : mu!ns?

Yes. The ratio of donuts to cookies is also equivalent to 1 : 2

622 : 248 or 311 : 124

622 : 1579

Bread : Mu!ns ; Donuts : Cookies

524 : 311
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